
Lasting Impressions consults with companies to create marketing tools that build brand and drive revenue across every pillar 
of profitability.  Our strategies consider both internal and external goals ensuring signature products appeal to multiple target 
audiences.  Our holistic approach analyzes a company’s needs from the inside out; delivering consistent messaging and optimizing 
budget.

CASE STUDY: Corporate  Rebrand Program

Sell the whole package! To establish a strong partnership that will lead to creative sales strategies that encompass all 
pillars of profitability like this, contact Lasting Impressions at 425.822.6651 or LastingImpressionsGifts.net.

Amaxra embraces Microsoft technologies, both in its people and its practices.  Their consultants 
and business team include career professionals with Microsoft technologies. 

Based on their expertise, Amaxra serves clients in three areas:

• Business Performance:  Cloud solutions.
• Microsoft Expertise: Office 365 solutions including email, SharePoint and Dynamics.
• Continuous Impact:  Communication strategies and tools to help businesses tell their story.

OBJECTIVE
Prior to engagement with Lasting Impressions, Amaxra made the business decision to rebrand their logo and redefine their pillars 
of profitability.  With these action items complete, Lasting Impressions was invited to consult with Amaxra to create a collection of 
sales and marketing tools to help tell their new story.  

Tools were requested to communicate this new message to two target audiences:   

• Amaxra consultants on staff with clients.
• Existing clients and prospects.

Stakeholders representing both target audiences were included in the initial planning sessions to identify the types of products 
best suited for their audience and to determine which items would work well for both audiences.  Consideration was also given to 
timing, execution and how to showcase the three pillars of profitability by their assigned color.

 
TELL THE WHOLE STORY 
To aid in presenting the three new service offerings and create a sales tool for cross sell, two products were designed. 
 
Adhesive Paper Cube 
Features the new Amaxra logo on the first side and a pillar of 
profitability on each remaining side in the assigned color.  

Paper cubes are a savvy way to become a part of a client’s day and a 
constant reminder for a company’s marketing message.  

Adhesive paper is an office essential that gets used daily.  Depending 
on the size of cube selected, and daily usage by the recipient, a paper 
cube can be a billboard for your brand from 4 to 6 months.
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Journal Book
Stakeholders knew that their Microsoft clients use journal 
books to take notes at meetings and to document notes 
throughout the business day.  The question was how to design 
a compelling product customers would use that did not 
feature the Microsoft logo.  

Lasting Impressions suggested featuring the Amaxra icon in a 
step and repeat pattern on the front of the journal to create a 
“retail” design and subtly promote the Amaxra brand.  A full 
page, 2-sided, 4-color marketing insert was bound into the 
front of the book to feature the rebrand and detail pillars of 
profitability.  

Business card holders were affixed to the front and back of 
the book – one for the client to keep his/her card and one in 
the back for the Amaxra business development professional.  
Custom elastic bands in teal blue and lime green were selected 
to add color “pop” to the design and reinforce the cross sell 
message. 
 

BRAND ESSENTIALS
Refreshing brand basics is key to maintaining brand integrity through a rebranding effort. Amaxra invested in writing instruments 
and drinkware to strengthen their new brand.

Cross Sell By Color - Pens
Colored writing instruments that write in teal blue, lime green and purple were selected to promote the three business units and 
cross sell services.

 
Drinkware
A ceramic coffee mug and sports bottle were secured to offer 
additional ways to engage with the two target audiences on 
a daily basis.  

Ceramic coffee mugs also double as a container -  a terrific 
way to create a gift set by combining the coffee mug, paper 
cube and pens.
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